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STEP 1: Remove weather cover: STEP 2: Install crown assembly: STEP 3: Remove upper & lower caps:

Remove the 3 screws that secure the weather
cover to the roof jack barrel. Remove and dis-
card the cover.

Slide the crown assembly over the roof jack
barrel. Secure with the 3 screws previously
removed from the weather cap, using the pre-
punched holes as guides.

Remove the 2 screws that secure the upper cap to
the crown assembly base and remove the upper
cap. Next, remove the 3 screws that secure the
lower cap to the crown assembly base. Set both
caps aside for later use.

STEP 4: Install extension: STEP 5: Reinstall upper & lower
cap to extension: STEP 6: Assembly complete:

Place the roof jack extension on top of the
crown assembly base, pushing down firmly to
assure a snug fit.
IMPORTANT - Make sure the pipes are con-
nected.
Using the 4 holes at the base of the extension
as a guide, drill 4 holes 1/8” diameter into the
crown assembly base. Secure the extension to
the crown assembly base with the 4 screws
provided.

Install the lower cap on top of the extension so
that the center pipe sticks through the hole in
the lower cap. Using the 3 screws removed in
STEP 3, attach the lower cap tot he extension
bracket. Install the upper cap over the center
pipe of the extension. Using the 2 holes located
at the base of the upper cap as guides, drill 2
holes 1/8” diameter into the center pipe. Finally,
attach the upper cap to the center pipe using
the 2 screws removed in STEP 3 to the center
pipe.
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